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About This Game

Shoppy Mart: Steam Edition is the answer to the full grocery store cashier
experience that many have dreamed about, and dozens asked for.

Shoppy Mart puts you in the shoes of a grocery store cashier, where it is your job to scan items and stuff them into bags. You'll
be required to hand out flyers, chat up the customers, and ask for club cards all day, every day!

Here are some of the things you'll get to do in Shoppy Mart:

Nail the interview!

Deal with hundreds of unhelpful customers!

Bag hundreds of groceries for people you don't like!
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Get paid minimum wage!

Unlock new customers!

Burn all 45 produce codes into your head, forever!

Hot moms!*

Talk to people all day without having a real conversation!

Find all of the cheat codes!

*'Hot' is a relative term and as such, can not be completely guaranteed.
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Title: Shoppy Mart: Steam Edition
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Pezomi
Publisher:
Pezomi
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Processor: 1.2 GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB graphics

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution of 1024×600

English
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I was real excited to finally see a shooter that actually had some cover, because there have been about 30 Vive shooters where
you stand in the open with nothing to duck behind, and ducking behind things is fun.

Unfortunately, in its current state, Cogs and Cowboys is extremely clunky and not enjoyable in the slightest. You'll watch the
trailer and think of exciting cowboy action, rapid-firing away with dual revolvers like classic cowboy fare, but in reality the the
gameplay is bland and unenjoyable, with many major flaws. [Note: At the time I wrote this review a major issue was that there
were all kinds of delays on your rate of fire, although supposedly some have been fixed since.]

*The weapon selection system uses a great idea, but the execution is very poor, so it takes intense concentration and several
attemps to change weapons. The first robot has always started shooting at me by the time I've equipped a weapon in both hands
*There is an unacceptably long delay (maybe .2 or .25 seconds?) between when you pull the trigger and when the gun actually
fires. As if the game needed more excuses to limit your ROF
*The game encourages you to dual-wield, but your guns are so unresponsive and your effective rate of fire is so severely limited
that you'll never hit anything in this manner. Might as well put down one controller and only use one gun.
*The sound is bland to the extreme and poorly mixed. The audio would be more exciting if your friend was watching you play
and making sound effects with his mouth
*There's a long rifle but no two-handed aiming afaict
*Forces you to type in your name every time you die

Supposedly these issues have been fixed, but I already refunded the game and can't verify:
*Loading the revolvers and rifle seems to require you to swipe from top-to-bottom on the touchpad, which I guess is
supposed to simulate pulling the hammer down, but it's way too finicky. Sometimes it doesn't work, othertimes it
works with just a tap
*There's at least half a second of delay between when you pull the hammer back and when you can actually fire,
painfully limiting your rate of fire and making it very difficult to tell if you've actually cocked the gun correctly.
Simply amazing... Even without any audio it is relaxing to kick back and play at star formation. The lack of music
allows you to easily play whatever you desire for ambiance.

If you really play with the system you can collapse the mass to the point of supernova, create infinite vortexes, or even
"break" the physics and form a perfect cube (posted a couple of screenshots).... I'm dealing with a bug right now where
customers are leaving without paying (and according to my table availability numbers, the game doesn't realize they're
even leaving at all).
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And I mean, I'm fine with that as a game feature, but if you're gonna let people dine and dash at least give me an
option to follow them home and break their legs or something idk

But really, Chef isn't a bad game so far and I'm confident it'll become playable in a few months as devs polish it up.
For now though, I would hold off.. First Yuzusoft game on steam? Well don't mind if I do and support the heck out of
my favorite circle.
Having been a fan of Noble Works and Dracu Riot I can't wait to see more yuzusoft games to officially be translated
and ported over to the west. fantastic VR microscope. Great sense of scale. a simple very addictive game with good
graphics and sound. plays well on win7 64bit.
. I've played the VR experience first, and then watched the short film, and neither really impressed me.
Too short, too much talk, too little suspense. I'm not sure what you're supposed to feel, if anything, but it didn't work
for me.. wow - isis mod it is then. I liked the game, although I don't think it's really worth more than a dollar. It was a
fun world to explore, not very challenging, but fun.

I will say, the game really feels like the developer rushed the ending, while jank is present for the whole game, it really
ramps up when you're fighting the last few bosses. With the final boss feeling like it was just put there beause the
game needed it to be considered finished.

If I had anything to reccomend to the developer, it would be to take this game, and make a metroidvannia style game
with the engine, with a heavy emphasis on exploration and atomosphere, I think they way they develop is really geared
towards that. Though I might just like the atmosphere because it reminds me of old free indie games I used to play.

Now, as for whether or not you should buy this game, While I'd like to reccomend it, I just cant at this price. Like I
said, It's worth about a dollar in my eyes. It's a fun experince, there's nothing about the game that is actively offesive
except for some occasional glitches or jank that thankfully your character is exempt from, but the ending really really
left a bad taste in my mouth.
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A simple but great brawl game with my favorite childhood bruiser characters... and it has the original soundtrack too. Simple
amazing.. Great game, Really cheap and really fun however it is very challenging and hard full of puzzles and timing,
I would strongly recommend this game but watch out, you might rage quit.. This guide is incredibly helpful and though he goes a
little fast sometimes, it isn't difficult to rewind. I am quickly getting better using the few features I already knew and learning
new ones as well. Great guide.

Only issue is the streaming service, itself.. Ehh, not half bad. Sorta weird for the steam platform, but if this is your thing, go
ahead.. Towards the end of Hopiko I was beginning to get more and more of a Dustforce vibe. Luckily Hopiko never quite
reached the level of insane platforming difficulty Dustforce did towards its end. But I did enjoy the sheer amount precision and
speed this game required.

Hopiko offers 5 worls to traverse through wherein each proceeding world increases in challenge. Small tweaks are made to the
gameplay to keep each world feeling less like the previous. However, by the time World 4 is reached this dries up.

 One aspect of the game that some may find a bother is in worlds 4-5 there's about a half second of leeway time to figure out the
layout and timing of a given level before an untimely game over. This creates the hassle of having to complete all proceeding
levels (which are in groups of 5) before getting a chance to learn the succeeding level. This doesn't happen horribly alot but still
enough to be a bother.. One of the cheapest DLC for SW4-2, and, to my mind, one, if not THE best DLC for this game.
The weapons are instantly accessable which makes the early game (leveing) much more fun. The attack speed is extremely
helpfull (especially if you have to play\/level with those characters you dont really like to play with). The weapons look pretty
nice to the biggest part and are quite strong, yet not overpowered (like, you cant rush Nightmare Difficulty 10-star missions with
a lvl1 char only because you have this weapon)
Only downpoint is that i just started to try and get the rare weapons asap (for my fav chars at least), as i discovered this dlc and
instantly lost the ambition to do so (for now).
Still, i RECOMMEND this DLC. Not a must-have but a nice-to-have. (:
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